Introduction to
Lighting by Kooij: a
collection built upon
light refraction as a
consequence of 3D
printing.
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About
Dutch designer Dirk van der Kooij (b. 1984) is learning to live with recycled plastic.
10 years since the development of his first furniture-extruding robot, Dirk remains
the unlikely maverik of plastic reclamation.
First smitten with the material as a student, Dirk imagined waste plastic as a
potential life partner: noting its reliability, honesty, availability, work-history,
and (not unimportantly), beauty. Though relentlessly moody and unpredictable,
recycled plastic remains an inspiring companion.
Today, a growing team of humans and robots form Kooij, engaged in the pursuit of
living well (and long) with recycled plastic.
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Process
The Kooij collection of lighting objects
is built up from hot ribbons of recycled
polycarbonate plastic.
The hills and valleys of the 3D printed
structure serve to magnify and spread
the warm LED light housed within. In
doing so, the entire object becomes a
light source.
Sourced from rooftop windows, safety
glasses, and indutrial chocolate moulds,
the transparent plastic can take on
a warm or cool tint depending on its
past life. This is not something we
can control, though is part of the joy in
offering this material new purpose.
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(A) The glow of a Satellite Lamp shifting gently from warm
to cold. (B) A 2-Ring Fresnel lit from within.

Buitenhuis
The Buitenhuis chandelier is a segmented halo
composed of 3D printed arcs. As faceted curves
taper and overlap, the ring appears to hang in
suspended motion.
Originally commissioned to hang within a
spiral staircase, the Buitenhuis can be adjusted
spontaneously by hand. A two-way pulley system
ensures smooth, dynamic tilting.
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(A) The Ø160cm and Ø120cm
Buitenhuis Chandeliers hang in a newly
restored Grachtenpand in the centre of
Amsterdam. (B) The house-developed
mounting system painted in RAL9010.
A.

Power is supplied to the
Buitenhuis through its
suspension system—
omitting distracting
electical cables. Here,
product developer Rik
inspects the bespoke
mounting system prior
to hanging.

Maria prepares the electricals of a Satellite
lamp. Whilst the outer shell is extruded by
robot, a great deal of hand work is required to
assemble the lamp.

Satellite
The Satellite was originally designed as a shell to
envelope and showcase a series of ringed fluorescent
lights.
Their attraction was simple: in 2013, fluorescent
bulbs could be found in a variety of light
temperatures, whilst LED bands remained
overwhelmingly chilly.
When seeking to mix cool and warm light, the hills
and valleys of low resolution 3D printing serve to
distort and blend the individual bands.
In early 2020, the design was reconfigured with
warm, unfussy LEDs. The shell remains unchanged:
whilst the technology has evolved, the sentimental
form persists.
Two tactile knobs on the side of the vessel control
the LEDs. With these, the balance of cool and warm
light can be manipulated.

Fresnel
The Fresnel divides and scatters light through the hills
and valleys of low-resolution 3D printing. As if ripples
in water, the concentric design sees glittering bands
pulsate outwards from its suspension system.
The tactile element of 3D printing has been a foremost
consideration in designing the Fresnel. The disk
welcomes unfussy, manual adjustment and can be
tilted spontanously by hand. Extra cable can be stored
in the suspension ball.
The Fresnel is available in three sizes as either pendant
or wall lights.

Sunflower
The sunflower lends playful structure to the fresnel family. Positioned
atop asymmetrical steel stems, combined blooms exhale a warm,
twinkling light.
Mounted upon a central steel ball, each tactile lens is easily redirected
by hand.
The sunflower is available in a series of five differing configurations
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(A) A view of the sunflower connected to its
metal frame. The bespoke frame is welded and
polished in house. (B) A detail of the hills and
valleys of the Fresnel profile. (C) A Sunflower
H, composed of four small Fresnels. (Previous
Page) Maria painting the inner lining of the
Fresnel, a low-tech process which brightenes
the overall lighting effect.
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(A) Detail of the vortex form of a Bloown
bulb. (B) Large and small Bloown Chandeliers
hang among friends at the Frozen Fountain,
Amsterdam.

Bloown
Requiring delicate collaboration between
man and machine, the bloown series
balances chance, timing, and technology.
Each hive begins with a simple ribbon of
molten recycled plastic. Requiring quick
intervention, the extruded plastic is then
inflated and shaped simultaneously. A
delicate human touch guides the plastic as it
settles into its final form.
This collaboration derives organic forms
from mechanical processes. Undulating
like running water, the vortex form scatters
light in a glittering tangle.
The Bloown series includes pendants and
chandeliers.
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